
FUNDATIONS 1   UNIT 8  Blends 

TRICK WORDS  

Review  

the a and is his of 

as has to into we he 

she be me for or you 

your I they was one said 

from have do does were are 

who what when where there here 

why by my try put two 

too very also some come  

 

Current 

Week 1 

could would should 

 

Week 2 

her over number 

 

REVIEW WORDS  

mop rib sob job rash map 

rock cop such dot lid mud 

much ten chip tub bed moth 

den gum math neck dip mug 

sub dish wig yes fun this 

cub fit  shut rush wish quit 

back pup fog shop lot hut 

pack sit let gap fish sip 

wax chin sock shed led mat 

nut gas him shell cuff fuss 

miss kiss off fill puff toss 

doll hill fell chill Russ pill 

will tell wall fall hall can 

than pan man fan Jan bam 

sang long song lung king wing 

hang sing fang hung thing rang 

rink sink thank tank chunk bank 

ram Nan van dogs pens pups 

shops locks webs nets pegs hams 



chins backs mats mills chills pins 

runs fills nuts packs jugs sits 

bugs pats zags naps tubs buds 

sets fibs dads socks pills  

chips ships dabs kids paths pits 

things honks songs lungs wings hangs 

kings thinks winks sings fangs rinks 

 

CURRENT WORDS 

Week 1 

sent must best lend drop loft 

pest pond flap crib bent grab 

jump bend chest last dent trash 

raft stub gust grip clock brag 

flop stash belt stuck cost glad 

grin crab plug sand drum slush 

trot wept dust rest hunt vest 

step flag swish drag drip black 

past stick vent dump ramp brush 

task flip test camp frog crack 

soft fast trap crash cloth thump 

stack lost nest bled mast next 

list snip spot limp block lump 

damp spill flock crop plan flat 

west snap hint cluck blush click 

skip pluck kept spin clap fled 

chimp small mask crush band fist 

chomp pump clip mint slam  

 

Week 2 

punch bunch ranch bench squish pinch 

twig shrug trim munch rust mend 

slim scab melt shelf felt help 

silk golf milk gulf self tilt 

film gulp held wilt smog flash 

stop snug shrub pant went just 

gift Fran Brad swim glass cross 

press spell grass fluff class dress 

bless still stuff cliff drill sniff 

clams drops ponds pests dents stubs 

grips clocks plugs drums vests steps 

flags drags drips flips tests clicks 

camps frogs cracks stacks shrubs pumps 



SENTENCES  

Week 1 

My belt is on the shelf in the den. 

Did Beth step on that frog? 

This clock is the best gift! 

Bill fell in some sand. 

Stan must dump the trash. 

Come to the pond and swim. 

Could mom mend the rip in this dress? 

I wish that Kim would not brag. 

The class should get a flag. 

Could Tim get the cloth on the shelf? 

 

Week 2 

Jill will munch on her plum. 

Bob went over to the ranch. 

Jan got the drill for her dad. 

She fell over the wet bench, 

Trot up to the flag over there! 

I had a pinch on my leg. 

Beth has her pink silk dress. 

Get your trash to the dump. 

We will hunt for your lost raft. 

Should Stan lift that big pump? 

Did Fran pick the number one? 

I held my pup as he got a shot. 

Brad is sick and could not get help. 

Ed swims at the number one club. 

Ben will sell some clams. 

Pass the red blocks over here. 

Did he get the frogs? 

Come sit on the tall grass. 

Could we bang on the drums? 

Bob had some mints. 

 

 

 

 



The Pink Dress 
Mom said, “Jess, you have to get a dress 

at the shop. Let’s go 

and you can try some of them.” 

They went to the shop. Jess held up 

a red dress. “Can I try this one?” 

That dress was just too small.  

Then Jess held up another one. 

It was a pink silk dress.  

“That is the best dress!” said Mom.  

“If it does fit you, I will get that one 
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for you.” The pink dress did fit Jess, 

but it had a small rip in it. Mom said,  

“I can fix that rip. I will mend it for you.” 

Jess said, “Thank you, Mom!” 

She was so glad to get the pink silk dress.  
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